"BLESSED ARE THE MEEK, FOR THEY SHALL SEE JUSTICE!" Now that is a

piace of philosophy. In fact almost every cu
ther states, that meekness brings forth leadership. Now who among us
wants to be meek? The question on who wants to be a leader' would include
lt and religion practiced
fur
everybody.
Could it be the Leaders of the world lack one qualification that makes
them a true leader? That the troubles in the world as we know it, could
be cured by this same meekness? .
Whatever arguments coming from these two questions when reviewed, will
ever' touch on whether the meek who become leaders, will ever see justice.
Why? Because it is easier to thimk of oneself as a leader rather than
one who see's that everyone recieves justice.
Why? Becaus_e as a leader your duties have not been defined while the one
that is that everyone is to retrieve justice§,_ has duties defined.
I believe almost everybody has reached a point in their life where
an inventory was taken to see if there was any accomplishments in their
of
personal life. This book could be one/these. The contents will never
satisfy your hunger to gain more knowledge nor will it further the great
Víctor Herbert concept that the good guys always win and live happily
everafter. It shows how the bad guys have always won and how you lost
as a good guy because of playing by the wrong rules. The subjectanatter
will be more than a challenge for your sense of because it deals
with first, an exacting scíànce, and second, professions that everyone
holds ín high esteem such as Judges, Prosecutors; Defense Attorneys, and
courtsin general. Last but not leastJustice that has no peers when you
widerstand that its' .ethics and moral codes are closed to review.
I À screams . can hear the/ of the lntellect, from the rooftops no less.
As long as èveryone is ignorant to the playing rules ¿nf the bad

